Getting Started With Attensa
“Information has gone from scarce to superabundant. That brings huge
new benefits︎, but also big headaches.” Kenneth Cuvier
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Welcome
This guide is an introduction to Attensa and how to use it to help you and your team
focus on the information that is important and save time.
Attensa is a new layer of technology that gathers information from diﬀerent sources and
organizes it based on the topics that matter to you, your team, customers, or entire
organization. It is designed to conserve your most valuable asset - your attention - and
open up opportunities to exploit information abundance.
Attensa aggregates new information and automatically organizes it into appropriate
Topics. Topic followers are updated though personalized briefings that are available in
diﬀerent formats and through diﬀerent channels.
Attensa’s innovative attention management features and analytics are the foundation for
success in an information abundant world. It is like having a full time information
assistant to gathering, analyzing, and making sure you are aware of the information that
is most relevant to you.
Each team or organization in Attensa has its own private Workspace. By sharing a
common set of sources and Topics everyone benefits.

The goal of this guide is to help you get started and get the most out of Attensa. We’ll
provide an overview of how Attensa works and many of its key features. Please keep in
mind there are many possible ways to use Attensa and that we can’t cover them all in this
overview. We encourage you to contact us for a short demonstration and to discuss your
goals and any questions you may have. You can always reach us at support@attensa.com.
Inside Attensa you find
in the lower right corner. Select that tab and you’ll find
additional help materials as well as a contact from to reach the team at Attensa.
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Select any of the sections below to navigate directly to it.

Your Workspace
Understanding Attensa Topics
Your Workspace Catalog
Briefings & Newsletters
Attensa Home View
Topic Creation
Adding and Inviting People

Search
Adding and Managing Sources
Topic Curation
Creating and Working with Groups
Workspace Settings
Using Attensa with Slack Chanels
Additional Resources and Support

Your Workspace
Your Attensa Workspace is a private community that can be configured to match your needs
and those of other Workspace members. There are three primary areas within your Workspace:

C

A

B

A

Home is your personalized view of the Topics that you follow.

B

Discover contains shared Topics and interest groups. Members can browse, follow and
join. You will also find a catalog of “Public Topics” which you can follow. These Topics
are maintain by Attensa or other subject matter experts.

C

Settings provides access to your personal settings and Workspace settings for
administrators.

TIP: Browse the Public Topics catalog found in Discover to find and
follow a few Topics of interest for your Home view.
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Understanding Attensa Topics
Topics make it easy to stay informed - saving time and making sure important info is noticed while
distractions are filtered out.
Topics are created to match specific interests. They can be as specific or as broad as desired.
Once a Topic has been created it is continuously maintained by Attensa. The beauty of this
approach is that the Topic eliminates the time consuming tasks of gathering and filtering
information manually - enabling you to simply focus on information relevant to your interests in the
context of the Topic.
Attensa allows a wide range of sources to be utilized - news, business, technical & industry
publications, journals, government & agency databases, academic research, websites, blogs,
social media, plus your premium content,
analysis, and selected internal content.
Here is a quick overview of the process:

• Sources - each Topic has from one to

thousands of sources that are chosen
based on their relevancy to the Topic.
These sources are continuously
aggregated and the content is
semantically analyzed and tagged. The
sources can be modified at any time.

• Filters - individual items from the
collection of sources are filtered using
terms and semantic tags to produce
the desired focus. The filters can be
adjusted at any time.
• Briefings - as new items are added, Topic followers receive summaries along with links to the
original source. Briefings can be delivered across a range of channels including your
Workspace app, email, Slack, and other integrations. See Briefings below.
• Shared resources - Topics can be personal or shared. Topics that are published to your
Workspace catalog can be discovered and followed members of your Workspace. You can
also invite others to a Topic and they become natural communities of interest.
See Topic Creation below for a description of how to create Topics.
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Your Workspace catalog
Sharing and discovering Topics
Under the Discover tab you’ll find shared Topics. Your Workspace catalog has the name of
your Workspace. It contains Topics that have been published from your Workspace. This
allows members discover and follow Topics created by others that interested them.

Briefings & Newsletters
Briefings and Newsletters deliver Topic updates where and when you want
Briefings and Newsletters provide a flexible way to distribute Topic updates to people
inside or outside of your organization. Briefings and Newsletters leverage the same
Topics so that you can tune the format and channel to match your audience without
extra work. These are the primary Briefing formats:
Personal Briefings summarize new items from to the Topics you follow in a single
personalized email delivered on the schedule you choose.
The Attensa Browser App provides live updates and a
personalized reading experience for the Topics you
follow. See Your Attensa Home View below.
Email Newsletters are similar to Personal Briefings
but are designed to inform and engage groups of
people. Newsletters are an effective way to inform
and engage others inside or outside of your
organization such as customers, partners, and
members of your community.
Slack Newsletters provide updates on one or more
Topics delivered to Slack channels.
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Attensa Home View
Reading the Topics you follow
Your home view is always up-to-date and provides tools to help you focus on what is important to
you.

Topics you follow • Community activity • Recommendations

The Topics that you follow are listed on the left. An orange dot next to the Topic name indicates that
there are new items available. When the Topic is selected, the orange bar indicates that the item is
new since your last reading session.
Each item has a personal relevancy ranking that is based on your
profile. The number of orange dots indicates a higher predicted
relevancy based on your prior reading activity. You will also see
recommended items based on your attention profile. When you
initially start using Attensa your profile will evolve quickly and will
change over time.
The most read and most liked streams are based on the activity in your Workspace community and
are a great way of discovering interesting new information.
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Attensa Home
(continued)

Select items to view their detail and link to the original
Opening an item shows its detail along with additional tools and recommendations. The length of
the summary is determined by the source. Selecting the title will link you to the original item.
Below each item is a list of recommend similar items.

“What information consumes is rather obvious: it consumes the attention
of its recipients. Hence a wealth of information creates a poverty of
attention, and a need to allocate that attention efficiently among the
overabundance of information sources that might consume it.”
Herbert Simon
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Topic Creation
You can create Topics about anything that interests you, your team, or organization. Topics are
also often used to inform and engage customers, partners, and members outside your
organization. There are three methods.

• Topic Builder provides a step-by-step process to create a Topic. Starting with simple

keywords Attensa will select an initial set of sources and assist you to create filters. To start
select Create Topic.

• Search and save the search allows you to turn any search into a Topic. After after reviewing
your search results select Create Topic from Search.

• The Manual method bypasses the Topic Builder and allows you to create a blank Topic.

This is useful if you would like to individually select sources and then creating the filters
directly. For this approach select Create Topic and then choose Skip and create an empty
Topic.

TIP: A quick way to get started with the Topic builder is to choose one of the example Topic seeds
linked with See Examples. These seeds provide a sense of how to select keywords and filters.
Keyword examples for Topic creation
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Topic Creation
(continued)

Using the Topic Builder
After selecting “Create Topic” the Topic Builder is the default method for creating your new Topic.
Keywords: Enter a keyword or phrase describing your desired Topic. For best results limit the
keywords or phrase initially to the most relevant terms and avoid lists of terms. The Match Type
selector allows you to choose whether the results should include All of the keywords (the default),
Any of the keywords, or match the exact phrase.
Note: you can also enter boolean operators such as AND, OR, NOT. If you do this the match type
will be ignored and the operators will be used.
After you have entered the keywords select Start. Attensa will use the keywords to identify an initial
set of sources and filter the items in those sources. You can adjust the sources of the Topic at any
time.
Step 1: Filters: The filters in Attensa are used to filter-in or filter-out items that match the Topic
from the collection of sources used by the Topic. Select the Items tab to view the results of the
current filter.
There are two types of filters:
Keywords from Step 1 that are used as text terms to filter content; and
Tags that relate to the items in the Topic. Each items has Tags that are associated with it
based on a semantic analysis at the time it is added to Attensa. There are three primary
types of tags for each item:
Entity Tags - describe the people, organizations, places, and things associated with
each item;
Subject Tags - describe the primary concepts associated with the item and attempt
to mimic who humans would describe the item;
Classification Tags - describe the broad categories associated with items.
The keywords that you start with are used as the initial filter. You can change the keywords at this
stage or any time in the Topic settings. To see the results of any changes you make the filter select
Apply.
Filter Settings
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The Tags can also be used to as filters. The Tags shown in the Filter Settings are the most
common Tags found in the Topics items. These tags can be selected and they will appear above
as an additional filter. By default when a Tag is selected the filter will include any items that have
that Tag. For example, applying the Tag “artificial intelligence” will mean that only items with that
tag will be included.
You can create groups of tags to refine the filter. All of the tags within a Tag Group are applied
using the “OR” operators. If you have more than one Tag Group the groups themselves will be
connected with the AND operator. You can optionally select “exclude all of these” for a Tag Group
and the filter will eliminate any items that contain those tags.
The Filter Settings can be changed at any time and applied to the Topic.
Step 2: Publish Settings:
The Publish Settings allow you to describe the Topic and control if it is visible in the you
Workspace Catalog.
In addition there are advanced settings that enable the Topic to be used as an RSS feed and
establish the ability to post new items to the Topic by emailing the items to an address associated
with the Topic.
You can adjust these settings at any time.

Step 3: Share
The third step of the Topic Builder allows you you invite people to the Topic. You can invite
existing Workspace Members or people who are not currently members. You can invite people
to a topic at any time.
That’s it. Select Save and Finish and your new Topic is created.
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Topic Creation
(continued)

There are two other methods to create Topics. You can Search for items and save the search to create
a Topic. Searching in Attensa is described below in this document.
You can also select Skip and create an empty Topic to bypass the Topic Builder and create an empty
Topic. This is useful if you would like to individually select the sources or create an empty Topic and
curate items into by copying them from other Topics.
Regardless of the method you use, after you have created a Topic you have the ability to manage the
range of its settings described below.
Topic Settings
There are a variety of settings and options to optimize the Topic for how you would like to use it.
Once you have created a Topic you can access the settings by selecting the wrench icon in the
Topic header. Topic settings are only available to administrators and the creator of the Topic.
Topic Settings

Topic settings manage the following features:

• Sources - add or remove sources;
• Filters - modify filters and see the changes immediately;
• Post articles - post items directly to the Topic;
• Visibility, hide or unhide items - set a default visibility and hide or unhide any item;
• Manage followers -add or remove followers on an individual or group basis;
• Publish - display the Topic in the Workspace catalog;
• Name and description - manage the name and description of the Topic;
• Image - add or change the image associated with the Topic;
• RSS output - enable RSS output for the Topic;
• Email posting - enable an email address that posts to the Topic.
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Adding and inviting people
People can be invited to your Workspace in general or invited to specific Topics. This section
describes inviting people to your Workspace.
Both administrators and non-administrators can invite people to the Workspace. This option is
found in the Workspace Settings area. To access the Workspace Settings select the gear icon
in the upper right. After opening Settings open select Invite to Team.
Administrators will also find this option in the Settings > Members.
Select Invite More to invite multiple people at the same time. You have the option of entering a
custom invitation message to replace the default message.

Inviting people to the Workspace

Workspace administrators can also bypass the invitation process and add users without the
invitation process. This is typically done where the Administrator would like the member to begin
receiving Briefings immediately without further action by the member. This is done in a separate
interface. Please contact support@attensa.com for instructions.
Note: only active users count toward your Workspace subscription level. Invited users are not
active until they have accepted the invitation or begin receiving Briefings when added
administratively.
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Search
Attensa reduces the need to search by proactively delivering relevant info about your interests
but search remains and important tool and feature. Attensa allows you to search across
thousands shared resources as well as the sources and Topics you have created for your
Workspace with one query. There are two approaches:

• Search terms - use search terms and operators to find items;
• Tag search - use Attensa’s semantic tags to find items.
Searches can be saved as Topic so that they can be followed and shared.
Searching for items using terms
In your home view, enter terms in the search area of the header.

Search across thousands of trusted sources with one query.

Search with tags
Each item added to Attensa is analyzed and tagged to indicate its meaning. You can use these
tags to pinpoint other items with the same tags. When viewing an item you can expose the tags
by selecting the tag icon
then select tags you which to search and select Search Selected
tags.

Saving searches to create Topics
Using either approach to search you can save the results as a Topic. The Topic will be
automatically updated with new matching items. This is a convenient and eﬀective approach for
creating Topics. It also allows useful searches to be shared in your Workspace.
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Adding and managing sources
From the start your Workspace has access to thousands of sources contained in Attensa’s
shared resources catalog. These sources will be automatically used to create new Topics.
You can add sources to your Workspace and they will be available for use in new and existing
Topics. The sources you create will appear in your Workspace settings. This is also where you
can see the status of aggregation and access the settings for each source.
Choose Add Source and select the type of source to add from the available adaptors.

You have the ability to create search based sources and add selected premium content
providers. Other common approaches to adding sources include:
• Import OPML files form RSS readers - export an OPML file from RSS readers and
sites and import many RSS subscriptions at once;
• Search+RSS - many speciality sites with search also support RSS feeds for the
results. You can add these searches as RSS feeds;
• Website feed generators - there are a variety of third party tools to generate RSS
and other standard formats from websites you wish to monitor. These can be used
with Attensa.
The Attensa API allows for the addition other content sources. If you have any questions
about adding sources please contact us.
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Topic Curation
Use human curation to further refine Topics
You can augment Attensa’s automatic Topic refinement with human curation. There are two
common approaches:

• Hide / show - this approach allows curators to review and approve items before they are
shown in the Topic to other members. Using the Topic setting to hide items by default
curators can eﬃciently review them and select the items they would like members to
receive.

• The copy item feature enables curators to copy items from one Topic to another. Curators
can optionally add commentary and annotation to the copied item.

Both approaches take advantage of Attensa’s aggregation, filtering and semantic analysis to
make the process eﬃcient and eﬀective.

Creating and Working with Groups
Groups help both administers and members
Attensa’s group feature can be used in multiple ways to make administration more eﬃcient and
to help users discover the content that is relevant to them.
Three powerful uses of groups are:
• Managing Topics for a group with similar interests - create a group of people and add the
Topics to the group. When members join the group they will automatically be subscribed to
groups Topics. In addition, when you add or remove a Topic the members of the group will
have their subscriptions adjusted.

• Create groups members can join - after creating a group with Topics you can select an
option to allow members to join it. When you do the group will be visible in your
Workspace catalog so that people can discover and join it.

• Default groups - you can designate a group as a default group so that new members are
automatically added and follow the groups Topics without any action on their part. This
helps new members quickly experience the benefits of Workspace.
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Setting up groups

Workspace Settings
Choose the settings icon
to access both your personal and Workspace settings. The top
section contains personal settings and is open to all members. The bottom section is available
to members with administrative roles and provides access to additional Workspace settings.
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Using Attensa with Slack Channels
Deliver Topic briefings directly into Slack channels. Attensa Topics are perfectly suited for
delivering briefings on selected Topics directly into Slack channels. The briefings can contain
one or more Topics and will deliver updates to selected channels automatically based on the
interval you choose. Slack briefings are a very eﬀective way of integrating content into Slack
because they assure the content is relevant and present it in a consolidated format that is easy
on the channel members to identify and consume.
If use Microsoft Teams please contact us for information the availability of our Teams integration.
Similar integrations are possible using the Attensa API.

Attensa briefings for Slack

Additional information and support
You will find additional resources on the Attensa support site. You can access also access the
support directly inside the Attensa App by selecting the
found in the lower right of the
App.
Please also contact us at support@attensa.com.
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